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full depth of his formations.' 

March 1981, as well as General Donn Starry's (com- East and Korea, is a modern, well-balanced 
manding general, U.S. Army Training and Doctrine ized fighting force that outnumbers us in 
Command) recent article on the "Extended Battle- weapons and is trained to seize and keep a 
field" in the March 1981 issue of Military Review (for tempo of offensive actions, Soviet style. 
reprints contact Military Review, USACGSC, Ft .  With this threat in mind, what we seek to 
Leavenworth, KS 66027); and in General Starry's through this concept is the capability for the 
confidential videotaped briefing entitled "AirLand possible initiative of offensive action by our co 
Battle.'' These basic references outline an approach air and land forces to bring about a conclusion 
to military operations that realizes the full potential 
of our Armed Forces. Many of the terms and ideas 1 BfiBBdier General Donald R. Moreill, DCSv T R A m ,  ATDO- 

Based Acquisition System, 29 January 1981, pp. 1-3. 
that are depicted in this article have been extracted 
word for word from these three sources with the 2 TRADOC Pamphlet 525-5, u ~ h e  ~ i ~ b ~ d  Battle and corps 86," 2 

intent of adhering to doctrinal discipline and main- 1981, p. 2. 

FIGURE 2: U.S. CORPS AREAS OF INFLUENCE 
"NOTE: Friendly unit areas of influence are dependent upon 
the following planning horizons: Battalion 0-3 hours; Brigade 
@12 hours; Divis~on @24 hours; Corps 0-72 hours; Echelon 
above Corps 721 hours. These planning horizon para- 
meters are relatively inflexible, however, due to 
variations in terrain, threat deployment and re- 
sultant threat rates of closure the derived 
distances from the FLOT may vary 
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le on our terms.' The leadership of the Army is 
nced that a real potential exists now to do this, in 

It ht outnumbered and win, but only if current 
are correctly organized, trained and employed. 

It* 
ditiously facilitate the necessary training 

' 8  
;et hat are required the following four-phase 

undergoing implementation: ne 
ase I: Major command conferences to formu- 

) 111 
late basic ideas. 

he Phase 11: Training and Doctrine Command and 

he major command joint proposals for implementa- 

a tion of priorities and assets. 

le- Phase 111: Joint product provided to head- 

la1 
quarters of corps/divisions. 

be Phase IV: Service schools/centers produce 

he leaders trained to fight the AirLand Battle. 
is important to note that the Army is already in 

as f these phases of implementation to some degree. 

The Potential Battlefield 
overwhelming superiority in force ratios enjoyed 

e threat demands that our operative tactics 
vide for quick and favorable resolution of the 
le to preclude being overrun by follow-on echelons. 
would allow our political authorities to negotiate 
their adversaries from a position of strength. In 

(North Atlantic Treaty Organization) nations 
icular, we cannot for long trade space for 

in other words, we must plan to deny the 
y his objectives. Furthermore, despite our pre- 
espousal of the active defense, in none of the 
1 areas of the world would U.S. forces find 

ient maneuver room to conduct a protracted 
ional nonlinear defense in depth!J An excellent 

le of the distances required for an articulate 
1 defense in depth strategy can be gleaned 
n Field Marshal Erich von Manstein's 
rld War I1 counterstroke at Kharkov, 

which consumed the equivalent distance from 
t to Chicago. In this same light, the Russian 
around von Manstein's left flank after Stalingrad 
ther than the distance from the East German 
through Germany, Holland and Belgium.' 
e three classic methods for breaching a defense 

rise, fire and maneuver, and concentration of 
-the threat can be expected to employ a 

rsified mixture of all three. However, General 
man Balck and Major General A.D.F.W. von 
lenthin of World War I1 German Wehrmacht fame 
sider the concentration of forces, as epitomized 
he speed of the attacker, to be the most difficult 
efend against." The defense forces must therefore 
set well forward to defend against assault echelons 
simultaneously destroy, delay, and disrupt follow- 

echelons in an attempt to gain the initiative and 
on the offensive. 

Consequently. when considering the potential 
battlefield, in order to win we must not only avert 
defeat but also achieve a definable victory-and 
quickly! By postulating a victory through offense as 
our goal, we also accrue a deterrent benefit by assuring 
enemy leaders that there will be no return to a pre- 
war status quo for them if they fail to win. 

Defining the Extended Battlefield 

While competitive numbers of men, weapons and 
systems are important, of greater concern is their 
ability to influence the "Schwerpunkt" or critical 
point in the battle. This influence is related to distance 
from the forward line of own troops (FLOT) and can 
be further defined as functions of mobility, weapon's 
ranges and time, as shown in figure 2. In the AirLand 
Battle the battlefield is extended in three ways, in 
depth, forward in time, and lastly in the range of 
assets employed (assets are extended to include higher 
level all-service acquisition and attack resources). 

Historically, victory in battle has seldom been 
achieved purely as a result of superiority in numbers 
or technoloby. In fact, the employment of resources 
to their maximum effective influence in the battle 
has historically been the determining f a ~ t o r . ~  Conse- 
quently, the degree of resource employment we will 
strive to obtain is the simultaneous conduct of the 
close-in battle and the deep attack of follow-on 
echelons with continuous planning for maximum use 
of all conventional, nuclear and chemical capabilities 
under a single commander at division and higher 
level. (Note: Brigades are generally not capable of 
executing deep attacks without reinforcement. How- 
ever, some independent heavy brigades and air cavalry 
attack brigades have the inherent resources to conduct 
deep attack operations.) 

 he' corps commander will have to orchestrate his 
ground and air forces to create an opportunity to 
assume the offensive. In the process of deploying his 
defensive forces the corps commander will have to 

3 Ibid. 

4 General Donn A. Starry, CG, TRADOC, Extending the Battlefield, USACGSC 
Mlllmry Review Volume LXi, No. 3, March 1981, p. 34. 

5 General William DePuy (USA Retl, General's Balck and von Meilenthin on 
Tactics: Implications for NATO Mllltary Doctrine, published by the BDM Corporation, 

McLean, VA, 19 December 1980, p. 23. This report (BDMIW-81-077-TR) was 
sponsored by the Director of the Office of Net Assessment, Office of the 
Secretary of Defense, and the Defense Nuclear Agency and addresses among 
other crltlcal areas of interest such topics as: Smaller Units, Pure Force Comgo- 
sition (below brigade level], Maneuver Strategy, Risk Assumption, Command 
Functions and Combat Leader Development. 

7 General Donn A. Starry, CG, TRADOC, AlrLand Battle. TRADOC Videotape 
X2E-777-8109-B, April 1981, Classifled CONFIDENTIAL, distribution Is Ilmited. 



plan 72 hours in advance, coordinate with precision, 
execute with offensive violence, and yet beware not 
to fight piecemeal. 

In generah the most decisive offensive is one which 
strikes with overwhelming force into the enemy's - -- .-- 
rear and destroys or captures his service support, 
combat support, and command and control.%ttacks 
set the tempo of the battle and are planned around 
six basic fundamentals of the offensive: 

See the battlefield. 
Concentrate overwhelming combat power. 
Suppress enemy defensive fires. 
Shock, and destroy the enemy. 
Attack deep into the enemy rear. 
Provide continuous mobile support. 

If, thus far, these conceptual demands and postu- 
lations appear to be wishful thinking or hopeless 
dreaming, one must observe that the German forces 
in World War I1 routinely expected to fight out- 
numbered by as much as 5:1, often 10:1, yet expected 
to win, and frequently did. Generals Balck and van 
Mellenthin have directly attributed their battlefield 
successes in these circumstances to superior individual 
soldier traits, quality of unit performance, smaller, 
more efficient unit organizations, leadership from 
the front and unity of ~ o m m a n d . ~  

Battles have been lost by forces that were not only 
well-deployed but were able to derive maximum ef- 
fectiveness from all weapons. So ultimately while 
numbers, technology and deployment are important, 
intangibles, such as morale and the will to win, can 
be the deciding factor. 

Winning 

The successful employment of extended attack by 
defensive forces, as an alternative to purely defensive 
actions behind the FLOT to avert defeat, has been 
amply and dramatically demonstrated by the Israeli 
armed forces in several recent "come as you are" 
wars. Although maintaining a posture of defense, to 
win, all of our units must be prepared and inclined to 
act offensively despite that defensive posture. 

Maneuver and logistical planning must anticipate 
enemy vu~nerabilities that are created by our actions 
in the close-in and deep attack battles. To do this, 
leaders must be adept at interpreting the concept of 
operations of units one level higher than their own. 
Additionally, leaders must willingly assume risks 
commensurate with the desired payoff. Put another 
way, the more formidable the opponent, the greater 
the need for a daring venture of calculated risk. 

Deep attack of all enemy echelons is ultimately 
the unifying idea we must grasp to realize our full 
potential for winning a definable victory. There are 
three primary tools for conducting deep attack: 

Interdiction by air, artillery, special forces. an Offensive electronic warfare. 
Deception. 

The tactics of American football can be used 
demonstrate the desired results of the AirLand 
The combined arms team is used to block the e c n 
kick (massive firepower) whenever possible. By sac t h; 
his quarterback with command, control, comm t ht 
cations and intelligence (C71) we create uncerta he 
and slow his drive short of the line of scrim BCf 
(FLOT). Interceptions, fumbles and injuries (red sys 
enemy alternatives) allow us to seize the ball (initia O p '  
and go for the long shot (tactical nuclear rele t hr 
authority and/or the offensive) and ultimately tac 
game (win). an 

Currently, our air forces are better suited- thro enl 
inherent system's mobility, firepower and C31 cap det 
ities-to conduct deep attack operations t sigl 
other combat organizations. Additionally, the follo last 
near-term and future Army Aviation systems cog further enhance the ability of the combined veil 
team to conduct deep attack in the AirLand Ba mi$ 

COD 

SEMA 
Special electronics mission aircraft 

the commander to see the battlefield 
FLOT. The better he sees the battle 
surely he can concentrate his forces or em 
economy of forces at the right tim 

The improved GUARDRAIL syst 
vides communications intercept, exploitation a 
ter locating capabilities at corps level. The 
FIX IIB (EH-60) will be welcomed a 
division level electronic warfare sys 
able to disrupt the integrity of threat c 
networks as well as provide protection against h 
r@ar emitters. 

The QUICK LOOK (RV-1) curre 
corps level system which conducts v 
sance and monitors opposing force radar e 
while simultaneously retransmitting that data to 
processing facilities for quick processin 
tion. The Side Looking Airborne R 
ID) complements QUICK LOOK at corps 
near realtime radar imagery of both fixed an 
targets, in addition to infrared (IR) image 
photo recon functions. 

The Heliborne Standoff Target Acquisition 
(SOTAS) will be mounted on an EH-60 to 
round out the commander's ability to see far 
the FLOT. SEMA systems and capa 
to allocate resources to attack threat weak 

8 FM 100-5, "Operations", HODA, Washlngton, DC, 1 July 1976, p. 4 hioar 
roullc 

9 DePuy, Op. clt., PP. 38-49. have 
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concentrate forces against threat attacks. 

AHlP 
e Army Helicopter Improvement Program 
P) is developing an improved scout helicopter 

more capable of fighting in conjunction with 
ack helicopter. It will provide improved battle- 
econnaissance, realtime information, security, 

servation and target acquisition/designation 
during day, night and reduced visibility 

tions. To  enhance its effectiveness in the high 
environment, improvements will emphasize 
1 terrain flying, electronic countermeasures, 
to-air self-defense missile system, and vision- 

g equipment for more effective target 
acquisition and handoff. The mast-mounted 
S) provides standoff target acquisition and 

designation systems that will allow scout heli- 
rs to remain masked for reconnaissance, sur- 
ce, artillery observer and target acquisition 

ions. The MMS will also provide visionics more 
patible with AH-1 S and AH-64 capabilities. 

la- 
'v- 
ith 
ing 
nd 

en1 
~ e r  
jnd 
: us 
ses 

AH-1 S 
AH-1s fully modernized Cobra currently being 
will be an integral part of the Army's attack 

force through the year 2000. The AH-1S 
8 tube-launched, optically-tracked, wire- 

OW) missiles, 320 rounds of 20 millimeter 
14 70 mm (2.75 inch FFAR) rockets in the 
environment. In an alternate mission con- 

Ion, the aircraft can carry up to 76 70 mm 
ts for multiple battlefield effects such as high 
sive, illumination, smoke and multipurpose 
d charge submunitions. When fielded, the 
rd Looking Infrared Augmented Cobra TOW 
(FACTS) will provide the AH-1S attack fleet 
n enhanced target engagement capability under 

t and obscured visibility conditions. 

e AH-64 advanced attack helicopter will provide 
y with an improved capability to influence 
e over a broad front and the flexibility to 

h the mission during day/night and adverse 
ther conditions. The AH-64 can be armed with 

ny as 16 HELLFIRE missiles in addition to its 
-firing, armor piercing, 30 mm cannon which 
a maximum effective range of 3 kilometers. 

mission configurations for the AH-@ include 
t loads of up to 76 70 mm rockets or a com- 

tion of HELLFIRE, 70 mm rockets and 30 mm 
. Reliability, availability and maintainability 
een built into the AH-64 from the ground up; 

furthermore, the AH-64 has been designed so that it 
is nearly invulnerable to 12.7 mm and is highly resistant 
to 23 mm rounds. The Pilot's Night Vision System 
(PNVS) will enhance the AH-64's night/adverse 
weather capability, denying the advantages of limited 
visibility to the enemy. In concert with the Target 
Acquisition and Designation System (TADS), the 
PNVS will enable the AH-64 to fight in conjunction 
with the M-1 tank and engage enemy forces around: 
the-clock. 

UH-60 
The UH-60 Black Hawk is our new firstline utility- 

assault helicopter that will provide extended range, 
speed and payload for increased logistics and mobility 
capabilities. The Black Hawk will be used primarily 
in the main battle area as a squad-carrying and logistics 
aircraft. It will be organic to combat support aviation 
companies and air cavalry troops and will replace 
the UH-1 Huey on a'two-for-three basis. The UH-60 
will enable the ground commander to make the 
offense a viable operational concept by conducting 
air assault raids, rapid movement of antiarmor temas, 
rapid resupply throughout the battle area, and rapid 
deployment of rear area security forces in response 
to enemy airborne and airmobile operations. 

CH-47D 
The CH-47D Chinook modernization program will 

provide a helicopter that will meet the medium lift 
transport needs of the 1980s and 1990s. Major 
modifications are being made to the CH-47 that will 
allow it to operate with internal or external loads of 
25,000 pounds on a standard day. The CH-47D will 
play a vital role on the modem battlefield, particularly 
in the conduct of high priority tactical airlift to 
maneuver forces that will be widely dispersed to 
avoid becoming potential nuclear or chemical targets. 

Strategic Deployability 
The capability of selected Army aircraft (AH-64, 

UH-60, CH-47) to self-deploy to a distant battlefield 
or throughout extended battlefields is realizable now 
as demonstrated in August 1979 by "Operation North- 
ern Leap." During that exercise four CH-47 helicopters 
flew from Ft. Carson, CO, to Heidelberg, Germany. 
Within 30 minutes of their arrival in Germany, the 
CH-47s flew their first mission in support of United 
States Army, Europe. With regard to rapid deployment 
forces, Major General John W. McEnery (chief of 
staff, U.S. Army Forces Command) recently identified 
heliborne elements as a most effective option force 
for use in a rapid deployment role because they are 
least hindered by terrain and most capable of attriting 



and even stopping attacking threat forces on an 
extended battlefield.l0 In short, existing and planned 
aviation units such as the Air Cavalry Attack Brigade 
(ACAB), due to their modularity and composition, 
act as a natural nucleus for a small but potent rapid 
deployment force. 

Aviation Contribution to 
AirLand Battle Now 

Army Aviation forces through the application of 
maneuver, speed, superior firepower and economy 
of force will make significant contributions to the 
integrated conduct of the close-in "LandAir" battle 
and deep attack interdiction in the extended Air- 
Land Battle. (Note: The close-in battle is primarily 
a land battle with support from air forces. The term 
LandAir is quoted from General Starry's videotape.) 
Furthermore, this capability is inherent in aviation 
unit organizations and equipment now. Engagement 
of first echelon threat divisions by our forward divisions 
today would witness divisional aviation's current super- 
ior capability to destroy, delay and disrupt the threat. 
As stated earlier, aviation forces are integral to all 
eight TRADOC mission areas and will play a key 
role in developing the battlefield. More specifically, 
in the covering force area and the main battle area 
of the close-in battle, current and near future divisional 
aviation elements, such as the ACAB, will perform 
the following typical missions: 

Close Combat-target acquisition, processing, 
attack and attack assessment by attack helicopter 
teams, joint air attack teams (JAAT), air cavalry 
and air assault forces. 
Fire Support-extended target acquisition pri- 
marily by SOTAS; target attack, counterfire 
and interdiction with long range and precision 
guided munitions by scout and field artillery 
observation aircraft; with target damage assess- 
ment by attack, scout and SEMA aircraft. 
Air Defense-primarily by scouts armed with 
lightweight air-to-air missiles and attack aircraft. 
Combat Support, Engineer and Mine Warfare- 
primarily by utility, medium lift and utility mine 
laying/countermine (aerial mine detection) air- 
craft. 
Intelligence and Electronic Warfare-primarily 
by SEMA and scout aircraft with additional sup- 
port from air cavalry aircraft. 
Command and Control-facilitated primarily 
by scout, utility and operational support aircraft. 
Communications- electronic, visual and message 
communications capabilities facilitated by vir- 
tually all aircraft. 

* Combat Service Support-battle support, re- 
constitution and force movement primarily by 

utility, medium lift and o 
aircraft while attack and sc 
protection during the cond 

A quick look at the fundamentals of tactical e 
ment for aviation systems/for 
differ little from ground fighting techniques. 
ed warfare the tank is the primary offensive 
Consequently, aviation elements and all 0th 
of the combined arms team must be emplo 
support and assist the forward movement of 
Considering the mobility advantage th 
tank has demonstrated over our other ground veh 
the possibility cannot be discounted that 
units may out-drive their combat support and co 
service support elements. In this contingency, avi 
forces may be the only means of providing M-1 
units with the security, fire support and even lo 
cal resupply demanded by a thrust for deep o 
tives.I2 As armored units move forward aviation 
will support and assist them by: 

Guarding open flanks. 
Reinforcing in event of enemy co 
Deepening penetrations. 
Sweeping around flanks to hit en 
Overwatching and providing f i e  support a 
enemy elements. 

Although not all inclusive, the following cr 
aspects of employment should be common co 
erations for all aviation elements. 

Combined arms team employment opti 
effectiveness. 
Terrain flying is essential. 
Engaging from maximum effect 
minimum exposure time to threat ADA ( 
fense artillery), is essential. 
Critical threat targets must be ki 

In the deep interdiction of the follow-on 
Army Aviation, in conjunction with the 
arms team under the direction of 
mander, will conduct low level, hig 
well beyond the forward line of own 
below the minimum engagement altitude o 
area threat air defens 
second echelon thr 
elements of the combined arms tea 
helicopters, Air For 
joint air attack tea 
the FLOT out to t 
divisional artillery (approximately 24 kilometers). 
Army Aviation forces and Air Force offensi 

10 Major General John W. McEnery, Cots, FORSCOM, Talking 
Rapid Deployment Force, undated, p. 3. 



rt aircraft will engage threat second echelon 
beyond the area of influence of divisional 

ry in an effort to disrupt or destroy threat 
es of approach, C31, airfields, assembly areas, 
cs and nuclear targets. 

s of fighting outnumbered 
nsideration for deep target 

curate target value analysis. The 

early release of tactical nuclear weapons, with 
1 consideration for the earliest time when release 

e expected and the optimum or 
ssible time for use of nuclear weapons. This 
for nuclear release would put critical threat 
echelon forces within 24 to 60 hours of the 

red will also put severe demands 
ts and will require us to be innovative 

mize our resources. Some of the methods 
d be developed to support the required 
range capability are: auxiliary fuel tanks 

craft, CH-47D fuel tanker accompaniment or 
zvous with the attack force, and even air- 
ced FARP (forward arming/refueling point) 

OT in enemy country. 
ct that potential targets far 

ble delivery systems, target priori- 
n and close monitoring of subsequent ammu- 
rates without restricting weapons employment 

lities will be necessary. Further- 
rtance to the employment of 
clear/chemical contaminated 

be the requirement for nuclear/ 
a1 protective planning and equipment for 
and personnel prior to H-hour. 

How to Train- Now 
ng TRADOC Pamphlet 525-5 and the "How to 
' series of field manuals, we must train now as 
tend to fight with today's forces and equipment. 
training should include (but is not limited to) 
ollowing five requirements: FIRST, establish 

agement of sensor assets by those who will employ 
in war. SECOND, develop and utilize integrated 
t analysis cells at division, corps and theater 

el. THIRD, anticipate lack of dispersion in enemy 
echelons and plan to attack these concentra- 
ntinuously. FOURTH, train air forces in timely 

responsive deep target acquisition and attack. 
TH, conduct corps and division level exercises 
stress the following fundamentals: the Issuance 
ission orders, the development of team and unit 
ry, Mllltary Revhw, OP clt, P. 41. 

skills, and ultimately the spirit of the offense. 
Army Aviation must, and will confront the demands 

of the AirLand Battle with enthusiasm and conviction. 
The challenges implicit in our job of preparing for 
the next war demand that we forecast and produce 
the required airframes, weapons systems, munitions 
and supplies. We must ensure that our forces are 
trained to perform on the battlefield around-the- 
clock, with current and projected systems. Develop- 
mental units such as the ACAB are being tailored to 
meet these needs. 

The AirLand Battle is not a future experiment 
pending acquisition of new systems. Corps and divisions 
can and must train now to fight on the AirLand 
battlefield. As new systems are fielded and integrated 
into the force structure, our operational capability 
will be further strengthened. In the meantime we 
must maintain the momentum established during 
implementation of Phase I of the AirLand Battle and 
achieve as quickly as possible the objectives of 
Phase IV-that is, ensuring that our aircrews leave 
the training base ready for their respective roles on 
the battlefield. 

Army Aviation is in a unique position to fight what 
the Chief of Staff of the Army, General E. C. Meyer 
calls the "Three Days of War": 
l To deter the day before the war. 

To fight the day ofthe war. 
To terminate conflict in such a manner that on 
the day after the war, the United States and its 
allies enjoy an acceptable level o f  security. 

Army Aviation forces will play a key role as a member 
of the combined arms team in winning the "Three 
Days of War" in the AirLand Battle. - 
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